Decision Support Release Notes

Release 2009-02

1. Student
   - 1.1 Updated Student Registration Group Table
   - 1.2 Updated the Level Code Table for Global Campus
   - 1.3 Removed Columns from Maximum Test Score Table
   - 1.4 Added the Cross Listing Group ID to the Registration Census Data
   - 1.5 Corrected Financial Aid Term Data Mart Department Code
   - 1.6 Created Outer Join to Net ID Table in Five Universes (BusinessObjects Only)
   - 1.7 Removed Visa Documentation History Table and Associated Views

2. HR/Payroll
   - 2.1 Added Outer Join on Labor Distribution Table
   - 2.2 Added Tenure End Date to Employee Admin Universe
   - 2.3 Added Federal Deduction and Federal Life Insurance Flags
   - 2.4 Removed Visa Documentation History Table and Associated Views
   - 2.5 Corrected Rows with Bad Faculty Tenure Decision Description in Faculty Tenure History Table

3. Finance
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1. Student

1.1 Updated Student Registration Group Table

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_STUDENT_REG_GROUP

Case Number: 20081015_676

Description: Decision Support instituted an update process for the student registration group table so the college/department codes inserted into the Data Warehouse are correct.

1.2 Updated the Level Code Table for Global Campus

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_LKP_LEVEL_CD

Case Number: 20080916_1223

Description: Decision Support updated the Level Code Table to reflect the correct codes and descriptions in correspondence with the Banner table STVLEVL.

1.3 Removed Columns from Maximum Test Score Table

Areas Affected:
- Column(s): MAX_ACT_SAT_EQ_COMPOSITE_SCORE
- ACT_SAT_EQ_COMPOSITE_TEST_DT
- ACT_SAT_EQ_ENGL_TEST_DT
- MAX_ACT_SAT_EQ_ENGL_SCORE
- MAX_ACT_SAT_EQ_MATH_SCORE
- ACT_SAT_EQ_MATH_TEST_DT
- Table(s): T_RS_MAX_TEST_SCORE
- Universe(s): EDW – STU – Registration Census

Case Number: 20070702_281

Description: Decision Support removed 6 columns identified from the Maximum Test Score table and the Registration Census universe because the test scores for ACT/SAT Equivalency Scores/Dates were no longer being validated or used in Banner.

1.4 Added the Cross Listing Group ID to the Registration Census Data

Areas Affected:
- Table(s): T_RS_SECT_BASE

Case Number: 20080404_515

Description: Decision Support added the cross listed group ID from T_CROSS_LIST_SEC to the Registration Census data in the table T_RS_SECT_BASE.
1.5 Corrected Financial Aid Term Data Mart Department Code

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_DM_ORG
- T_DM_FA_ORG_YR

**Case Number:** 20081107_678

**Description:** Decision Support corrected the Financial Aid Term Data Mart so that the department code (DEPT_CD) returns correct results (numbers, not characters), thereby allowing users with CCD security to run reports.

1.6 Created Outer Join to Net ID Table in Five Universes (BusinessObjects Only)

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_NETID
- Universe(s): EDW – STU – Current Applicant
- EDW – STU – Registration Complete
- EDW – STU – Registration Limited
- EDW – STU – Registration Directory
- EDW – STU – Academic Records

**Case Number:** 20081125_276

**Description:** Decision Support added an outer join in the Ned ID table to the identified Universes so that users can pull lists of students regardless of whether the students have a Net ID.

1.7 Removed Visa Documentation History Table and Associated Views

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_VISA_DOC_HIST

**Case Number:** 20060207_171

**Description:** Decision Support removed the table T_VISA_DOC_HIST because it is no longer being utilized in Banner.
2. HR/Payroll

2.1 Added Outer Join on Labor Distribution Table

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Position / Job Hierarchy

**Case Number:** 20081028_518

**Description:** Decision Support added an outer join to the predefined condition Current Job Labor Distributions (T_JOB_LBR_DISTR.JOB_LBR_DISTR_DATA.STATUS_DESC) so that when the condition is utilized, all joins are maintained.

2.2 Added Tenure End Date to Employee Admin Universe

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Employee Admin

**Case Number:** 20081003_868

**Description:** Decision Support added a field for Original Appointment End Date (PERBFAC_ORIG_END_DATE2) to the Employee universe. This allows users to run reports on terminated tenured faculty who require end dates in PEAFACT.

2.3 Added Federal Deduction and Federal Life Insurance Flags

**Areas Affected:**
- Universe(s): EDW - HR Employee Admin

**Case Number:** 20080924_661

**Description:** Decision Support added the capability for ACES HR to view set-up information and actual amounts for the Federal Retirement and Federal Life Insurance deductions (RF and LFM only). This encompasses the deduction set-up information and the actual amounts being deducted out of somebody’s paycheck.

2.4 Removed Visa Documentation History Table and Associated Views

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_VISA_DOC_HIST

**Case Number:** 20060207_171

**Description:** Decision Support removed the table T_VISA_DOC_HIST because it was no longer being utilized in Banner.

2.5 Corrected Rows with Bad Faculty Tenure Decision Description in Faculty Tenure History Table

**Areas Affected:**
- Table(s): T_FAC_TENURE_HIST

**Case Number:** 20081022_337

**Description:** Decision Support corrected an error in 19 rows in the Faculty Tenure History table T_FAC_TENURE_HIST where the faculty tenure decision description (fac_tenure_decn_desc) = “None”.
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